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1.0 GENERAL INFORMATION   
 
 

Bidders have expressed concern about the length of time to prepare their bids. They suggested that 
the current submission date does not allow them enough time for ICC to respond with answers to 
their questions and submit their bids before the due date.  

 
This addendum increases the proposal due date to February 25, 2022 
 

This addendum to the project RFP is hereby made a part of the Contract Documents for the above 
titled project, to the same extent as though it were originally contained therein. 

 
 
2.0 BIDDER QUESTIONS   
 

ICC has received several questions to date that are answered in this Addendum. 
Additional questions can be submitted until February 18, 2022.  
All questions will be answered via Addendums. 
 
Question: 

Union work force  
Is union labor required on this project? 
 

Answer: 
This project is in Nevada - a pre-vailing wage state which must be 
followed. Union workers are encouraged but not mandatory - please 
specify type of work force you intend to use for fabrication and 
installation. 

 
Question: 

Due to the size of the project, our current workload and recent inclement weather can the 
RFP be extended? 
 

Answer: 
YES, RFP due date is extended to February 25, 2022. 

 
Question: 

           Are there other renderings for the Marquee and Ribbon in the drawing package?   
 

Answer: 
There are no specific Marquee and ribbon board renderings currently. 
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Question: 
Are we able to bid on the LED scope alone, or are we required to bid on the 5 other 
scopes: Video Production, Audio, Broadcast, IPTV, TV’s and Broadcast Cabling 
scopes?  Can we pick any of the scopes? 

 
Answer: 

The TDVA preference is to receive a complete turnkey solution. Bidders 
are encouraged to provide a bid for each of the five (5) scopes as listed in 
the pricing summary. Partial bids will be considered. 
 

Question: 
What are the stipulations on liquidated damages for the project?  I have been searching 
for it the documents I have downloaded and could not any reference to it. 
  

Answer: 
Final schedule completion must be met. We may add the same liquidated 
damages of $2500.00/day which is the same for the general contractor. 
 
 

Question: 
Bid for calls for 30”h X 760’ Ribbon at 10mm, and Specifications call for (2) Two 3’h X 130’ 
Ribbons at 16mm 
 
The Schedule of Displays as for 16mm Lamp or SMD at 17’h X 31’w for the Main Display, and 
the bid form requests a 6mm SMD display sizing at 15’h X 34’w.   
 
The Schedule of Displays as for 16mm Lamp or SMD for the Marquee Display, and the bid form 
requests a 10mm display.   
Please clarify which is required for the proposal. 

Answer: 
The PRICING  SUMMARY indicates the LED resolution for base bid 
and there is a list of alternates within the LED and control breakout 
pricing. You are required to compete the pricing summary. 
Additional alternates and additional cost details will be helpful. 
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Question: 
Is this project tax exempt?  
  

Answer: 
This project is TAXABLE. Please list sales tax and cost of Bond for each 
costing summary section. 
 
All reference to baseball requirements listed in the specification should 
be disregarded. 
 
 

3.0 POINT OF CONTACT 
In accordance with NRS 338.1692(g), all contact and questions regarding this RFQ including questions 
regarding terms and conditions, should be addressed to:  

Robert Tamborski 
Project Manager 
International Coliseums Company 
14301 North 87th Street, Suite 218 
Scottsdale, AZ 85260 
 
Direct:   (480) 993-0297  
E-mail:  rtamborski@coliseums.com 

The last day for written question/clarification submittals will be Friday, February 18, 2022.  Any questions 
received after that date will not be answered. 

3.1. PROJECT PLANNING SCHEDULE 
Key project planning schedule milestones are:  

 
ISSUANCE of RFQ    January 21, 2022 
Last day of question submittal   February 18, 2022 
Proposals from firms due   February 25, 2022 
Selection of firm    TBD 
Phase 2 Construction Start   May 1, 2021 
Grand Opening      January 27, 2023 

 
Receipt of this Addendum must be acknowledged by including an initialed copy attached to the bid. 
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